BEEPERS

All residents/fellows are provided a beeper during their appointment period. Beepers must be returned upon completion. If a resident/fellow is remaining at the UConn Health after completion of the program, the beeper must be returned or the new department must change the funding account with the Telecommunication Department.

SECURE ELECTRONIC MESSAGING

TigerConnect and Voalte are systems that have been provided to residents/fellows in order to ensure a secure, HIPAA compliant means of communication about patient care. TigerConnect or Voalte can be accessed through an app at the App Store (Apple) or Google Play (Android). Additional information is available in the “GME Updates for residents and fellows” organization on HuskyCT (BlackBoard).

MEAL ALLOWANCE

A meal allowance of $10 per shift is added to the resident’s/fellow’s stipend for each shift he/she is on “in-house” call in excess of 16 hours as reported by the program leadership. This is disbursed semi-annually by CAHC through a post tax addition to their paycheck. In addition to the meal allowance, there is 24-hour access to food at any site at which the resident/fellow has overnight call.
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